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The world-famous Congolese
choreographer and director Faustin
Linyekula creates a performance in which
he reflects on key moments in the history
of theatre: the founding of the Zaire
National Ballet in 1974, not long after the
independence, when African countries look
for their own identity.
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MONSTER TRUCK
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Please turn off your mobile phone during the performance.
It is not allowed to make audiovisual recordings.
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The past hurts. The present hurts. In fact, nothing has changed. Or is pain the prophet of change?
Lies Pauwels became internationally acclaimed with The
Hamiltoncomplex. For NTGent she now creates a performance about a life with pain and pain in life, together with
performers and people who suffer from pain, mentally or
physically. Together they analyse pain and its metaphors.
Pain as demon or as relief, as alarm or label, eternal or acute,
as solitary experiment or as a social issue.
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Duration of the performance: 1u 50min
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�NL 📍 On location in Ghent

Info &
tickets:

NTGENT.BE

This production was
realised with the support of
the Belgian Tax Shelter

This publication was printed
on recycled paper.
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In the medieval satire Ship of Fools, a
hundred madmen embark on a journey to
Narragonia, having amusing adventures. In
reality mentally ill and disabled people were
taken from towns and sent out to sea to die.
Now a group of mentally disabled people take
the audience on a ride through the streets
and canals of Ghent. Get in, the next ride
goes backwards.
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LIES PAUWELS
is both a director and actress. She has worked closely
with Alain Platel and Arne Sierens and performed in
their trilogy Moeder en kind, Bernadetje, Allemaal
indiaan. She also has worked with tg Stan, Dood
Paard, Toneelhuis and Noord Nederlands Toneel.
In 2013 she set up Sontag, a platform to connect
her work as theatre-maker and actress with various
artistic partners. At CAMPO/Victoria she directed
Club Astrid, White Star and Venizke. Internationally
she has directed pieces for the National Theatre of
Scotland, Manchester International Festival and the
Kontakt International Festival. In 2013 she created
The Hamiltoncomplex for hetpaleis. A remake
recently premiered in Schauspielhaus Bochum.
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‘THE
ARISTOCRATS
OF THE GUT
FEELING’
INTERVIEW WITH
DIRECTOR LIES PAUWELS &
DRAMATURGE STEVEN HEENE
Interview: Lotte Loncin, translation: Lesley Van Damme
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Watching Lies Pauwels rehearse is a pleasure. Ideas
tumble over each other. Her stage directions are warm
and caring and the scenes moving. She distributes
thick rolls of bandages, bow and arrow, Disney masks,
dresses. In a corner of the rehearsal room are a bunch
of microphones. On the table there’s a thick folder with
texts. The director is full of energy and creativity. I knock
on her door for a conversation with her and dramaturge
Steven Heene.

Lies Pauwels

What role do the actors’ personal stories play?
Lies Pauwels

None at all. But the way the players look at things, their
experiences, that seeps through into the performance.
In this way, non-professional actors bring in a truthfulness that cannot be imitated.
Steven Heene

‘WE DON’T HAVE WORDS
TO EXPRESS PAIN’
Lies Pauwels

All at once. You feel fear everywhere. Fear is ingrained
in our human condition. We dig into the foundations
of existence.
Look, the world is complex. In this performance I
try to look at that complexity from the perspective of
people experiencing pain. In this way I want to touch
our pain and our fears.
For example, I learned that we don’t have the
words to express pain. You can’t explain how
something feels in a tangible way. The inadequacy
of language was one of the first starting points for
the performance. In that context I have studied the
language of Beckett, among other things. He writes
about the fear of death, waiting for the end and what
to do or not to do in the meantime. Beckett does not

ANATOMIE VAN PIJN

The rehearsals start from improvisation. Everything
the actors have experienced so far, is reflected in what
they do. So the actors don’t have to play themselves on
stage, but their experiences do give shape to images,
attributes, costumes, movements, scenes and so on.

At one of our meetings, you said, ‘When we talk
about pain, we often talk in metaphors’. In this performance, pain itself becomes a metaphor for our
existential fear. How would you describe that fear?
As weltschmerz? Fear of death?
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In this performance, artists in excellent health share
the stage with people who are chronically ill. This collaboration is enormously inspiring. While we pretend
that the world is manageable, chronically ill people
know the human gut. They incarnate the sensitivity
and weltschmerz that can be found in many classics. I
call them (after Diane Arbus) the ‘aristocrats of the gut
feeling’. They know things that we close our eyes to and
that’s what I’m looking for. The artists are a metaphor
for the theme on which I want to make a performance.
What condition is the world in? How do we cope with
the stumbling sides? Do we ignore them? What about
our vulnerability?

Lies Pauwels

Everyone should be able to expose themselves
during improvisations. That can sometimes be a bit
destabilising. That’s why it’s important to build a
deep trust. Everybody has to be open to the risks that
I want to take.
Intuitive working is never without risk. You can’t
estimate in advance what the rehearsal process will
do to someone. The players have to trust that I can
make a performance out of all the crazy things we try
out. And I have to trust that they can make it happen.
So care is crucial in such projects. I take a lot of time
to build up a unique relationship with everyone.

ENGLISH

For The Hamilton Complex you worked together
with 13 girls of 13 years old and a bodybuilder. For
Truth or Dare with mentally vulnerable youngsters,
fashion models and a priest. For Anatomy van Pijn
with people with chronic pain (mental or physical)
and performers. What attracts you to such an atypical cast?

Steven Heene

Lies Pauwels

Actually, what I make is not so different from classical
theatre: responding to time, space and language. It’s
only easier to grasp emotionally than rationally. The
performance simply doesn’t have one single message.
It is rather an associative field. I make a kind of psychic
print. I don’t want meanings to be directly traceable.
Rather than a story, my representations are sounds,
images and sensations of a complex whole. Every facet
is significant. The meaning is in the way things are
brought together. In the paradox I feel at home. I want
to be able to enter an irrational arena. I am looking for
something that touches me, for something that I do not
understand.
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Steven Heene

The performance is teeming with references and is
constructed intuitively. In our search for different forms
of healing, we ended up with alternative medicine. In
one of those books, Lies came b a special tarot card,
an image that stuck. Tarot cards are used to predict the
future. ‘The Hanged One’ shows a man who was hanged at his feet from a tree. According to fortune tellers,
this is not a gruesome corporal punishment, but an
invitation to look at things from a different perspective.
‘Enlightenment through a different perspective’. Isn’t
that also the power of theatre?
ANATOMIE VAN PIJN

Everything always gets better, the idea of progress
taught us. Neoliberalism builds on this: everything can
always be better. We all have to be productive. What’s
more, we all want to be more productive. Faster, crazier,
more. This shows that neoliberalism is more deeply
rooted in our thoughts and actions than we want to admit. But more and more people can no longer cope. We
always want to push our limits, but people who experience pain have to learn to guard their limits. Precisely
because they went too far, they got into trouble and
have to learn to take care of themselves.
Not just them, many people need more care. People
like Dirk De Wachter and Nick Cave, who in their texts
show a lot of understanding for people with injuries,
are not very popular by accident. Although we declared
God dead a long time ago, we notice that we did not
become less anxious or spiritual about it. It’s not for
nothing that their message of concern has caught on.
Meanwhile, we are not only exhausting ourselves,
but also the world, we are learning from climate scientists. This brings with it a new kind of finiteness and a
new fear. It’s an incredibly big cliché, but man is still his
own worst enemy. Individually, but also collectively.

The performance is not built around a straight
forward narrative. The world is complex and you
want to embrace this ambiguity. Can you unroll a
number of storylines?

ENGLISH

appear in the performance, but it was fascinating to
discover that his lyrics have an enormous eloquence
when they are read by people who you know are experiencing pain. As if you need to know real pain in order
to appreciate such complex texts. It’s like only then
do you catch a layer of meaning that would otherwise
remain hidden.
It’s also about the fact that things aren’t going to
change anymore, that we can’t change them anymore,
while everything is set to change. We can’t go back to
how things were, but we don’t know the outcome of
what’s to come.

Lies Pauwels

Samana wants to make chronically ill people and their
caregivers stronger and more resilient, and support them
in building a qualitative life. We believe in the power of
people!

Being ill can take over your life. Your talents and your
social contacts are pushed into the background by
daily worries. With this project Samana wants to tap
into the talents of people with a chronic illness and
break through the social isolation. Because we are
convinced of their talents, we challenge the participants to set the bar high. In this way we want to shift
the emphasis from being ill to being human.
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A performance starts to live when it comes on stage.
Each personal association enriches the performance.
Therefore there must be room for interpretation. We
don’t just show what we’ve made, we also want people to do something with it.
Freedom plays a crucial role in my work. I want
things to come about unplanned. I want to deal with
themes without giving them meaning. Improvisations
take a long time. Literally and figuratively, space is
created. I try to submit myself and my cast to an
infinite pool of possibilities. That feels liberating. You
have to continuously explore your limits. And I hope
that an audience, in turn, will be emotionally touched
in the space that I have created. I see my work very
much as a process: I don’t want to reach an end
point. ●
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‘INSTEAD OF
A NARRATIVE LINE,
THERE’S AN EMOTIONAL
ONE, THAT YOU NEED TO
CONNECT WITH.’

Zita Cayenberghs, one of the actors

ANATOMIE VAN PIJN

‘BY PARTICIPATING IN THIS PROJECT
I FEEL LIKE ALICE IN WONDERLAND.
IT IS A JOURNEY OF DISCOVERY:
PHYSICALLY DIFFICULT BUT IT GIVES
ME A LOT OF POSITIVE ENERGY.’

Samana gives people with chronic illnesses and their
caregivers a voice to weigh their experience and
vision on the policy. This is how we work together to
ensure that fair choices are made in our society. The
commitment of many people together, ill or healthy
and each according to the possibilities, makes
Samana a powerful movement that everyone can
count on.
Fien De Keukelaere, one of the actors

‘THIS PROJECT HELPS
ME TO A
 CCEPT MY PAST.
IT GIVES ME THE O
 PPORTUNITY TO
CREATE SOMETHING POSITIVE
OUT OF MY PAIN AND TO END
A VERY DIFFICULT PERIOD.’
Samana is the driving force behind the Vlaamse
Pijnliga, a collaboration of different patient organisations. The Vlaamse Pijnliga focuses mainly on people
with chronic pain. It organises meetings between fellow sufferers, provides information, raises awareness
and defends the interests of pain patients. ●

Haachtsesteenweg 579
1031 Brussel

+32 (0)2 246 47 70
info@samana.be
www.samana.be
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SCRAPS FROM THE NOTES OF LIES PAUWELS
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NL De Gehangene.
Verlichting door een andere kijk op de
zaken.
EN The Hanged Man.
Enlightenment through a different
perspective.
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Ou –––––––––– oui, l’ourdi l’ordeure
dourleure lourdourde de mon malcorps,
maucoeur, malcortex, morcorps des
souffriances rances et tance lance à
l’infinime du dolvirance-toi.
Mélancorême, textise de tout-rien-tout,
m’extracte la larme d’une peine et
vouleberce les boulets de ma calebasse
de crâne.
Symphome du non-status, même au dormeil
de désolante.
E –––––––––– Ere de caleverre,
pieutroche et pinrzamides plein,
doulêtre rempléni de malaises arraxés à
la crux.
Pitiaille, Mater dolorosa, encoeur et
toujéours la dislocante qui viant et
viant en solitudinaire.
Souffreteux te perdure au maxinium du
possèble, plus que plis que loin.
Va pour la mer et ses vaguelines.
Mots que mots tout ça et cascade l’eau
belle.
Griffures du spirit.
Tourments viennent à l’heure…
Tutti gli ospedali sono quasi pieni
Stop –––––––––– Et –––––––––– Silenzio

Vincent Glasmacher

NL Oo ----- o ja, u hoort het, het
complot, het puin, de pijn en
het gewicht van mijn gebroken
lichaam, mijn hartzeer, mijn falende
hersenschors, mijn lijf kapot
van ranzig lijden, uithalend om
mezelf te lanceren in de minimale
oneindigheid van een kortstondige
zelfverlichting.
Melancholistisch, de woordenbrij
van alles-niets-alles ontlokt me een
hete traan, kon ik de keien in mijn
hersenpan maar zachtjes wiegen,
eventjes.
Symfonische schijn van mijn
non-status, ook in de sluimerende
slaap overheerst de eenzaamheid.
Tis ----- tijd, kalvarietocht, stenen
bed vol pijnstillers, mijn wezen
geteisterd door het kruis waar ik
aan vastgenageld ben, en blijf,
hoezeer ik me ook probeer los te
rukken.
Meelijden, moeder van de smarten,
telkens weer, hartsgrondig, voor
mijn ontwrichte bestaan, alleen.
Onophoudelijk lijden doet een
mens zichzelf verliezen, in extremis
van het menselijk mogelijke.
Meer dan teveel, verre van ver.
Ga naar zee en haar subtiele
golven.
Woorden, woorden, vallen in de
mooie vloed.
Mijn geest klauwt en is gehavend.
De tormenten, ze komen op tijd.
Alle ziekenhuizen zijn bijna vol.
Stop ----- En ----- Stilte
vertaling: Steven Heene

EN The Music of Pain: ‘Every Pain has its Peculiar Intonation’, from Colombat de L’Isere, A
Treatise Upon the Diseases and Hygiene of the Organs of the Voice, 1st pub. 1834, trans. J.F.W.
Lane (Boston: Redding and Co., 1857), 85.

